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1st and 2nd Printing Corrections

Pg Error Correction

128 Top of page, second bullet:

IISconfg.vbs–Used to import...

Top of page, second bullet:

IIScnfg.vbs–Used to import...

128 Top of page, fifth bullet:

IISweb.vbs–Used to configure...

Top of page, fifth bullet:

IISext.vbs–Used to configure...

139 First sentence:

Answer B is correct.

First sentence:

Answers A and B are correct.

204 Auditing and Implementing Security Settings section,
first sentence:

The Security Templates console can also be used to
audit and track potentional security...

Auditing and Implementing Security Settings section, first
sentence:

The Security Templates console can be used to set up
auditing and track potentional security...

243 Answer 40:

D A

254 Replace Question 40

Answer A is correct. Group Policies are used to roll out
applications to users. IIS is a Web site and application
server; therefore answer B is incorrect. Terminal Services
delivers applications to clients' desktops and can also
operate in remote administration mode; therefore answer
C is incorrect. SUS is Microsoft's Software Update Service
and should be used for rollouts of updates and security
fixes to client computers; therefore answer D is incorrect.

293 Question 27, replace last sentence

SUS is Microsoft's Software Update Service, which can be
used to deliver updates and security fixes to client
desktops and doesn't operate in Remote Administration
mode; therefore answer D is incorrect.



This errata sheet is intended to provide updated technical information. Spelling and grammar misprints are updated during the
reprint process, but are not listed on this errata sheet.


